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Cracked.Q: In Iscroll -
init/configuration - how to pass

options from HTML In my
HTML I have the following

code: In my init method I am
trying to run iscroll(document.g
etElementById("myshow"), {
paging: true, enableOverflow:
true }); But the paging value is
not being used. How do I pass

this value into the init? A: I
found my issue. The

'enableOverflow' value is not
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available in init. So I need to do
it in the config. Redirecting to .
./../../../libc/unix/fn.sigaction.ht
ml... location.replace("../../../../l

ibc/unix/fn.sigaction.html" +
location.search +

location.hash); In one of the
more vivid expressions of

Brexit-era self-hatred to be
revealed so far, the nation’s
main trade union body has

published a leaflet for members
warning the EU referendum
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result means there is “not much
point” joining the union. The
union members are also told
that if they are unhappy, the
EU is “not the solution”. But

the tactic is unlikely to
persuade many of the union
members who voted leave,
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